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<td>This study aims to develop interactive e-modules in the Multimedia Learning Course and to know the validity, practicality of the effectiveness of developing interactive e-modules in Multimedia Learning subject. This research method used Research and Development (R &amp; D), which focused on developing smartphone-based learning media, especially Android. The development model used the Alessi and Trollip development model, consisting of 3 stages: planning, design, and development. This research was conducted at Makassar State University with 45 students and one lecturer in multimedia learning. Interactive e-modules are used in multimedia learning courses to assist and facilitate lecturers in the learning process. Interactive e-modules were developed and validated by material experts and media experts, with the results of material validation obtained an average score of 4.9 (very valid) and media experts obtained an average score of 4.1 (valid) so that interactive e-modules can be tested in the field to determine the practicality and effectiveness with the results shown in the category of very practical and very effective. Based on the results found, it can be concluded that interactive e-modules are practical and effective in the learning process in multimedia learning courses at the Education Technology Study Program, Makassar State University.</td>
</tr>
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This study aims to develop interactive e-modules in the Multimedia Learning Course and to know the validity, practicality of the effectiveness of developing interactive e-modules in Multimedia Learning subject. This research method used Research and Development (R & D), which focused on developing smartphone-based learning media, especially Android. The development model used the Alessi and Trollip development model, consisting of 3 stages: planning, design, and development. This research was conducted at Makassar State University with 45 students and one lecturer in multimedia learning. Interactive e-modules are used in multimedia learning courses to assist and facilitate lecturers in the learning process. Interactive e-modules were developed and validated by material experts and media experts, with the results of material validation obtained an average score of 4.9 (very valid) and media experts obtained an average score of 4.1 (valid) so that interactive e-modules can be tested in the field to determine the practicality and effectiveness with the results shown in the category of very practical and very effective. Based on the results found, it can be concluded that interactive e-modules are practical and effective in the learning process in multimedia learning courses at the Education Technology Study Program, Makassar State University.
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Education is currently expanding rapidly, necessitating a variety of types of innovations to improve the overall quality of education. These innovations include improvements in the quality of teachers and educators, curriculum development, learning innovation, and the completeness of facilities and infrastructure, among other things. Lecturers must be more innovative and creative in motivating students to learn optimally in both the classroom and independent study to improve the learning process. This is especially important during a pandemic when students are required to stay at home. Point 2 of Circular Letter Number 4 of 2020, which discusses the Implementation of Education Policies in the Emergency Period for the Spread of Coronavirus Disease (Covid-19), stated that: (a) learning from home through online/distance learning is carried out to provide a meaningful learning experience for the curriculum for class and graduation, (b) learning from home is focused on life skills education, including regarding the Covid 19 pandemic, (c) learning from home is carried out to provide a meaningful learning experience for the curriculum Education can also benefit from electronic media in the learning process that is carried out remotely, one of which is the use of video conferencing software.

The development of teaching materials is very varied because there are many forms of teaching materials in the form of printed, audio, audio-visual and interactive. One of the teaching materials that has changed is teaching materials in the form of modules because the modules were initially only in the form of print but now can be in the form of electronic modules (e-modules) or non-printed modules that can be integrated into many media such as visual, audio, audio-visual and multimedia (Darmawan, 2016), thus making the module interactive. Concerning the above statement, Dwiyoga (2013) in Suwatra et al. (2018) states interactive modules can make it easier to include elements of sound, video, animation and simulation. The development of the module occurs but it does not change the characteristics of the module where the lecturer uses it as a tool to assist in the learning process so that learning can be directed and achieve the learning objectives that have been set. In connection with this opinion, according to Zulkarnain (2015) in Linda et al. (2018), the module is a learning tool that contains materials, methods, limitations, and steps that are used systematically and attractively to achieve the expected competencies according to the level of complexity. From the opinion above, it can be seen that using the module is very important in the learning process.

According to Chaeruman (2014) states that the development of interactive e-modules has several characteristics regarding the nature of e-modules, namely (1) self-paced; allows it to be learned on its own, anytime, anywhere according to its conditions and pace of learning (2) self-instruction; self-learning contains learning activities, (3) self-contained; contains all learning activities, (4) modular/chunking; broken down piece by piece and discussed in depth. Interactive e-module means that there is two-way communication or more. This is in line with Munir's opinion (2013) that interactive has to do with two-way communication or more communication components. Added the opinion of Adisusilo (2014) opinion in interactive itself has a principle that implies that teaching is not just conveying knowledge from educators to students. Still, teaching is considered a process of regulating an environment that can stimulate students to learn" (p. 87).

The development of interactive e-modules has several characteristics according to Chaeruman (2014) regarding the nature of e-modules, namely (1) self-paced; allows it to be learned on its own, anytime, anywhere according to its conditions and pace of learning, (2) self-instruction; self-learning, contains learning activities, (3) self-contained; contains all learning activities, (4) modular/chunking; broken down piece by piece and discussed in depth. This study focused on developing interactive e-modules for multimedia learning courses after discovering that online learning was ineffective and that printed books and other teaching materials were inadequate, among other things (Sujanem et al, 2020, Yunita, A., Suyidno, S., & Syahmani, S. 2021). Educational technology at Makassar State University
focuses on providing students with an understanding and application of concepts, approaches, learning and learning methods, as well as relationships with other components, learning problems and difficulties. This course emphasizes multimedia learning in the program's Educational Technology Study Program. Students in multimedia learning courses are also encouraged to learn more about multimedia devices classified into two categories: software and hardware. Munir (2013) defines multimedia as a collection of computer-based media and communication systems that have a role in building, storing, sending, and receiving information in the form of text, graphics, audio, video, and so on in accordance with Gayeski (1993). Multimedia is a presentation tool that makes use of a variety of media. Hardware includes cameras, desktops, laptops, and various other devices.

Additionally, interactive e-modules can be used in both online and offline classrooms (Adawiyah, R., and Susilawati, L. A. 2020; Danirmala, 2020; Dankbaar, 2017; Erna, M., and Anwar, L. 2021; Fadieny, N., and Fauzi, A, 2021; Hendriyani, Y., Ambiyar, S., and Effend A number of studies, such as Cloonan et al., (2020), back up this claim, showing that students, both experienced and new to the subject, gain knowledge and confidence as a result. McNamara et al. (2020) conducted research that found that online interactive e-modules played an important role in improving students' critical thinking skills and providing them with greater independence in the process of skill improvement. A 10 to 15-minute online course with no more than one or two learning concepts and a mix of teaching and assessment tools, such as video clips, direct instruction, gaming elements, and social media platforms, is what we call an e-learning "module."

Student behaviour may change as a result of students using multimedia as a learning tool in multimedia courses besides just providing knowledge of software and hardware. According to Sani, one way to tell if a student is learning is to look at how their behaviour changes as a result of what they've learned (2019). When a person's behaviour changes due to strict conditions and reinforcement, the individual is said to be learning. According to the theory of Mayer and Fiorella (2014) cited in Campen et al. (2020), learning is most effective when two senses are used, namely visual and auditory, in working memory. As a result, multimedia learning is essential because it can help students meet their learning objectives.

Students were asked to fill out a Google form (online) to identify their learning preferences and interest in using interactive e-modules, and this information was gathered. The characteristics of multimedia learning courses, such as the use of multimedia and software and hardware, were considered in the development of interactive e-modules. The researcher is confident that an interactive e-module will be developed based on the findings above and the course's characteristics, making it easier for students to study in class or study on their own.

**METHOD**

This research used the type of Research and Development, commonly referred to as R & D. Research and Development, to produce a product. The development model used is the Allesi and Trollip Model (Alessi et al., 2001), which consists of 3 stages: planning, design and development, followed by attributes that are always present in each stage, namely, standards, ongoing evaluation, project management. Researchers determined the subject aim to provide limits on what will be studied. The trial subjects were one learning media expert, one content or learning material expert, one multimedia learning subject lecturer, five small group trials and twenty-nine large group trials. A random sampling technique determined the trial subjects.

The method of data collection was an important part of the research. Once a research proposal has been approved, this stage is where the actual research takes place. Questionnaires and interviews are the data collection methods employed in this development research. We looked at the data to get a better idea of what was produced. Qualitative techniques and descriptive statistical analysis were used to describe and develop data collected from the development results, validation results, and student and lecturer responses in a trial design to produce an interactive e-module. This learning material and media experts conducted a qualitative descriptive analysis to process their findings. This type of...
quantitative data analysis was used to compile input, feedback, criticism, and improvement suggestions using the results of questionnaires and interviews. In descriptive statistical analysis, this method was used to process data obtained through questionnaires in percentages that describe the situation. Validation, practicality, and effectiveness tests yielded their results.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This development research was carried out starting from April 1, 2020, to July 9, 2021, at the Education Technology Study Program State University of Makassar, so the research results were obtained through an overview of the need for developing interactive e-modules as teaching materials used in the learning process. Research on the development of interactive e-modules using the Alessi and Trollip development model with several stages, including the planning, design and development stages. The development of interactive e-modules has gone through several tests to obtain valid, practical and effective teaching materials so that they can be applied in the learning process of multimedia learning courses at the Education Technology Study Program State University of Makassar.

Planning Stage

An interactive e-planning module’s stage began with the researcher determining the purpose of making teaching materials, identifying student characteristics, creating planning documents, determining resources sources, and conducting interviews with course lecturers. The process of identifying needs can be referred to as a means or a way to maintain the desired relationship individually or in groups, as well as a means to support his own understanding of the relationship, based on the aspects previously mentioned (Azwar, 2005). The curriculum can be found in the section defining the field and scope of researchers (001-Dokumen kkni.Pdf, nd). In order to meet KKNI curriculum requirements, a lecturer’s RPS must include a number of things outlined in article 12 paragraph 2, including a) the name and course code, semester, credits, and name of lecturer; b) The learning outcomes of graduates charged to the courses; c) The final capabilities planned at each learning stage in order to meet graduate’s learning outcomes; d) (Permendikbud No. 49 of 2014 concerning National Standards for Higher Education as Curriculum Reference, nd). In the interactive e-module based on RPS, lecturers of research subjects can determine what material should be included in the interactive e-module, which includes: a) the concept of multimedia learning; b) theories of multimedia learning; c) the principles of multimedia learning; and d) presentation software.

1. Identify the students’ characteristics

The next part was to identify student characteristics. This identification process was carried out by distributing an online questionnaire (google form) which takes approximately one week due to lack of initiative, so students need to be reminded repeatedly to fill out a needs identification questionnaire. The questionnaire used pays attention to several things in the form of the learning process, the form of teaching materials used, student interest in media in learning, and facilities and infrastructure that can be used in learning. The questionnaire results show a positive response or require innovative teaching material in the online learning process and support facilities and infrastructure that can be used in learning.

2. Documentation Planning

The next part to do to make a planning document, in this aspect it consisted of materials and assessment instruments. The determination of the material is based on the RPS of the course lecturers, while the assessment instruments are in the form of a material expert questionnaire, media experts, student responses and lecturer responses. In the assessment instrument, the material expert paid attention to assessing the content, language and quality of learning. Media experts paid attention to physical assessments, the suitability of choosing the type of font, appearance, language and media. For student responses, see the suitability of learning objectives with materials and media, appearance, ease of use of e-modules and suitability of media that support the content of e-modules. And for the lecturer’s response to pay attention to the suitability of learning objectives with materials and media, ease of use of e-modules, display of e-modules,
3. **Determine Sources**

The next section was to determine the sources for developing interactive e-modules in the form of platforms and supporting facilities and infrastructure to run the developed products. After seeing the results of identifying needs, researchers can determine things that support access to interactive e-modules so that it is determined that the development of this interactive e-module can later be used on a mobile or on a PC/laptop using HTML format.

a. **Interview**

The last part of the planning stage was conducting interviews, researchers conducted interviews with a free interview model to one of the lecturers of multimedia learning courses regarding product development, materials and media that will be included in interactive e-modules. The results of the interviews with lecturers of multimedia learning courses showed a positive response that was in line with the needs of students, while what was discussed in the free interview was about products with the development of teaching materials that can be used by mobile. Meanwhile, regarding materials and media, it is highly recommended to follow the RPS so that learning remains focused and achieves goals. So it was concluded that in this development, an interactive e-module was developed in the multimedia learning course of the Education Technology Study Program State University of Makassar.

**Design Stage**

The design takes the planning process results, then prepares supporting materials, make flowcharts, and prepare materials. Preparation of supporting materials in the form of books by the RPS of the course lecturers. After going through several considerations as described earlier, the books used are Munir's book entitled multimedia concepts and applications in education and Arsyad's book with the title of learning media. The section on making the flowchart is an initial description/initial framework of the development of this interactive e-module which is the basis for making the flow of the e-module storyboard by considering the learner's learning flow. Prepare the material referred to here in the form of supporting material in images, videos and animations related to the material to be presented. The materials prepared were taken from various clear sources such as youtube about the introduction of software as well as pictures taken from articles, and of course by the learning objectives to be achieved. The final result of this design stage is getting an interactive e-module model framework and determining the supporting materials to be used. At this stage, it takes approximately half a month to determine the outline form of the interactive e-module and determine the supporting materials.

**Development Stage**

This is the final step in the Alessi and Trollip software development model before it is released into production. Here, interactive e-modules are first developed, then evaluated and then revised. Interactive e-module production, alpha testing, revision, beta testing, and final revision are part of this stage. Kvisoft Flipbook Maker and Canva and Visme were among the platforms and software used in the early stages of creating interactive e-modules. It was decided to use Canva to develop interactive e-modules based on the user's creativity and the ability to use e-modules in various formats such as PDF and links, as well as print them after considering its accessibility (PC, Smartphone, and tablet). An interactive e-module was developed using the Canva platform, and its advantages and disadvantages were discovered. It is possible to create interactive e-modules using Canva because the platform's tools are simple, the number of templates available is large, and there is room for creativity in the design process. Other advantages include the ability to incorporate media from external sources, such as images, videos, and graphics, as well as the ability to create additional buttons through the use of hyperlinks. If you want to get the most out of Canva's features, you'll have to pay, and if you open the following page, it will open a new page/tab in your web browser every time you do so.

The alpha test was carried out by two experts/validators, one from the field of materials and the other from the media. Individuals who have tested interactive electronic modules are asked to provide feedback on their experiences. Interactive e-module evaluation questionnaires were completed by media and material validity assessors. They've been rated 98 per cent by the material validator and 82
per cent by the media validator based on the results of their respective assessments. Students who validate their work receive feedback that they can use to improve the interactive e-module.

Thus, alpha testing is an alpha test followed by a beta testing process in order to improve the results. Final testing will be done on students and lecturers as potential customers for this product. To help students learn multimedia materials on their own or in groups, they can use interactive e-modules. The beta test results were analyzed by comparing data from small and large groups. When conducting small group trials for groups of 4-15 participants and large groups of 15-50 participants, Arikunto (2013, p. 254) stated that three groups of 7 students each for groups of 45 participants were used. In contrast, the lecturer's e-module response rate was 97.5 percent with a practical category. Asynchronous beta testing is carried out using the LMS and Zoom platforms. Researchers decided to use an LMS called Sham Ok and the Zoom platform to help students learn more effectively because multimedia learning places more emphasis on theory and practice (Hikmat et al., 2020). Researchers found it difficult to gather students to take a series of tests during the beta test because of students' limited distance and time adjustment.

Interactive e-modules are electronic teaching aids that help students and lecturers learn more diverse, efficient, and effective. Learners can benefit from the convenience of e-learning modules, which can be used individually and in groups. As a result of these trials, it has been proven possible to use interactive e-module products to help lecturers, especially for students who can study and from any location. Based on Cucus and Aprilinda (2016) findings, the use of multimedia content in e-learning can lead to better learning outcomes for students. Using interactive e-modules in both online and offline classrooms can help students improve their learning comprehension, which can increase the understanding of the material of those students who use it (Dankboar, Kowitlawakul, Murai, and Padullo, 2017; Padullo, 2021). Cloonan et al. (2020) found an increase in knowledge and confidence for both experienced and novice students, and these findings supported this study. McNamara et al., (2020) conducted research that found that online interactive e-modules played an important role in improving students' critical thinking skills and providing them with greater independence in the process of skill improvement. A 10 to 15-minute online course with no more than one or two learning concepts and a mix of teaching and assessment tools, such as video clips, direct instruction, gaming elements, and social media platforms, is what we call an e-learning "module."

As a result, interactive e-modules are expected to improve student learning outcomes and solve problems that exist in the learning environment of the Covid-19 pandemic. Some examples of the product used in this study are as follows:

![Figure 1. Product display](image)

CONCLUSION
The study's findings indicated that the planning stage resulted in the establishment of multimedia learning courses and the identification of students' characteristics in terms of learning styles such as visual and auditory, as well as the establishment of the platform using Canva. The design stage results
in a storyboard that includes a home page, table of contents, materials, and evaluation. Meanwhile, it develops validated, practical, and effective products for online learning. The limitations of this research manifest themselves in the form of seriousness in student learning when the research becomes uncontrollable by the researchers. Suggestions for additional research are expected to include the development of more targeted interactive e-modules or the creation of content that is video, image, or animation-specific.
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